pages as the running software requests, up to the point at which no semiconductor memory remains unallocated. Beyond this point, the classic response is to begin paging: swapping out pages between disk (virtual memory) and RAM (semiconductor memory), and hopefully not evicting RAM-based pages of running processes. Such strategies can create a tremendous load on a system, and so a large body of research exists on how to page, e.g. [2] , [3] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [17] , [22] , [26] . An alternative is to determine how to minimize paging by the prudent application of smarter control schemes, using predictions of demand to determine which threads are granted memory, and when. This approach is not unheard of: when passive TCP/IP congestion control schemes proved inadequate to the task of handling the increasing traffic load on the Internet, for instance, the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) recommended a policy of Active Queue Management: using active controllers to reduce network congestion. The first generation of these were designed using Poisson packet-arrival assumptions and hence were ineffective (such as [21] ). Present research efforts focus on crafting controllers for particular traffic patterns [11] , [12] .
These new approaches rely upon extensive network traffic studies that have conclusively shown that such traffic is self-similar, rather than Poisson [13] , [19] , [25] , [30] .
The first step towards building smarter controllers for memory systems is to study the arrival pattern of requests for memory pages. Page commits in these systems are also typically modeled as Poisson processes (as in [6] ), but no studies of the actual nature of the arrivals have been performed. To explore (left) and those from a Poisson simulation (right) with the same mean arrival rate. Self-similar traffic variance is higher and more persistent than its Poisson counterpart, which converges towards a low-variance mean at long timescales.
this, we instrumented unix kernels on machines in two very different environments on a departmental network in order to record page allocations. We found, in general, that even over timescales on the order of seconds, the page-request arrival process is not realistically modeled by Poisson modelsbut probably not by self-similar processes, either.
This appears to be due to the structure of the bursts, which are created by underlying software processes that are unrelated to the virtual memory system itself, and that tend to occur in either small or extremely large increments, as discussed in Section 3.
For our study, we instrumented the OpenBSD-2.9 Unix kernel to capture the time history of page commits and to categorize each allocation based upon the type of the requesting process, i.e., whether due to system or user activity. OpenBSD is a derivative of the BSD-4.4 operating system developed at Berkeley; it is in wide use as a firewall OS because of its high performance and security features [27] .
OpenBSD uses Cranor's UVM virtual memory system, a recent high performance VM system [7] . It is thus representative of a modern general-purpose, production-quality unix, and its active development and freely available source make it attractive as a research platform. In OpenBSD, once memory for kernel data structures has been allocated at boot time, all future page allocations are made through the uvm pagealloc() routine, often after the occurence of a page fault. We modified this routine to record the successful commits to a ring buffer, distinguishing each one as either: a kernel page fault allocation, a root-user page fault, a nonroot-user pagefault, or an allocation made from a nonfaulted state (i.e., a direct call to uvm pagealloc()).
A specially designed program then periodically dumped the kernel ring buffer to a local disk. In Section 2 we describe both this program and the kernel instrumentation in detail, since these two aspects of the study had the potential to affect the results that they were meant to record. Of particular note for that discussion, and for the remainder of the paper, is that we use the term thread in this paper to mean thread of execution-what is normally referred to as a unix process-in order to reserve the term "process" to denote a stochastic process.
We chose two specific OpenBSD systems in a university computer science department for our study, representing environments at opposite ends of the virtual memory performance spectrum: a heavily loaded network server and a relatively idle user workstation. The server acts as the SMTP (email) hub and also handles majordomo and Mailman mailing lists, primary DNS for several Internet domains, NTP (time) queries, and a English-word dictionary server for internal queries. This system has only a simple terminal console-no X11-and experiences no normal user activity except an occasional administrative login. The second is a helpdesk machine at the computer operations service window that is used by a series of different persons each day. It runs X11 and experiences primarily user-based activity, e.g. logins to other machines, hostname lookups, class-schedule verifications for students, etc. We refer to the data from the first machine as CU-SERVER, and that from the second as CU-WORKSTATION, to distinguish the primarily server-based and interactive-user natures of the two machines.
We collected data over two independent severalday periods and examined the resulting page commit time-series data on a categorized basis. We Wednesday, September 19, 2001 ). As would be expected, the server experienced a great many more page requests. Our goal was to determine whether Poisson models would be consistent not only with the general allocation arrival process, but also with the subprocesses from the different kinds of requesting threads. We therefore analyzed the data by examining individual categories of page commits representing primarily system activity (kernel, rootuser, and nonfaulted memory allocations) and user (nonroot-user) allocations. We expected that system memory usage-those allocations made in response to kernel or timer-based threads-would tend to be correlated, and therefore "less Poisson," whereas user allocations would occur more in response to independent (human) decisions and thus might be well-modeled by a Poisson process. Recent work on wide-area network traffic justifies this belief; in [25] , Since threads related to user-level activity were most likely to exhibit Poisson arrivals, we analyzed The steps we took to collect the necessary data consisted of (1) modifying the OpenBSD-2.9 kernel 1 A heavy-tailed distribution is one that decays more slowly than exponentially, so the probability mass is shifted more towards the tail than in an exponential distribution. In a heavy tailed distribution of arrivals, where one plots interarrival intervals versus probability, this would mean that longer intervals would be more common than in a non-heavy tailed distribution.
to time stamp, type and record each page commit in an in-kernel static ring buffer; and (2) This data-serialization overhead and the associated processor interrupts significantly alter the processor utilization patterns: using any of these methods, the CPUs are either page faulting or else outputting page commit data during most time slices, and very little time is spent actually running user software. This is not effective experimental meter design. The same is true of synchronous writes to disk, since all system activity must be suspended while the physical disk platter spins to the desired position, the write is performed, and the write completes.
In contrast, by using a minimal amount of system resources and taking advantage of the system's own caching, we were able to limit the space overhead to a known percentage of system memory, and to limit our experiment's influence on the time overhead to a controlled additive disturbance that would not skew our results.
III. PAGE ALLOCATIONS ARE NOT POISSON
The difference between the CU-SERVER and the CU-WORKSTATION data reflects the influence that environment has upon memory usage. Figure 2 shows the complete time-series data from both machines at a one-second aggregate level. rdist, a kind of remote file copy utility that can run executable commands before and after the copy.
The scheduled execution of rdist causes a nightly burst of activity, which appears in both datasets.
An important observation that is not apparent from Figure 2 is that USERFIRST plus USER-POST allocations-that is, the first page allocation to a new nonroot-user thread combined with all other nonroot-user page allocations (see Table 1 )-dominate the page allocation data in the CU-SERVER dataset, whereas SYSTEM allocationskernel, root and nonfaulted allocations-dominate the CU-WORKSTATION dataset. Figures 3 and 4 show these categories, at the same one-second level of aggregation. This is not what we had anticipated.
We expected to see 'system' commits dominating in the CU-SERVER dataset (taken from a machine harder to make. In fact, the opposite is true as well, in that some threads that might be assumed to be human-initiated are actually automated system threads. Figure 4 (a) shows that the CU-SERVER data is qualitatively identical to the ALL data in Figure 3 , indicating that the overall arrival process is dominated by the USERFIRST and USERPOST page allocations. This is most likely a result of named's domination of the system activity because of the enormous number of DNS queries and zone transfers to secondary nameservers that it satisfies.
Unlike normal system daemons, the named daemon does not run as root but rather as the user 'named,' so its page allocations do not fall neatly into the SYSTEM category. We find, therefore, that in order to make a completely accurate definition of what constitutes a "user" or "system" activity, it is necessary to know beforehand (a) the specific environment in which the machine will operate, and that with probability 0.9, the sample data comes from a random variable with the same distribution as the hypothesized distribution (the null hypothesis).
If the sample data agrees with the null hypothesis to a significance level of 95%, the agreement is said to be significant; if it fits to within 99%, it is called highly significant. Results below these levels are assumed to not confirm the null hypothesis.
We calculated the reducedstatistic for both datasets in four different categories (ALL, SYS-TEM, USERFIRST, USERFIRST+USERPOST), studying different timescales ranging from one second to approximately nine hours. These statistical tests demonstrate that the data is clearly not consistent with Poisson models. We next investigate whether the memory arrival process might be self-similar.
IV. PAGE ALLOCATIONS ARE PROBABLY NOT SELF-SIMILAR
Heavy-tailed distributions and persistent high variance, which indicate burstiness over long timescales, have come to be associated with selfsimilar stochastic processes [25] . The heavy tails and high variance in self-similar processes are the result of highly correlated, aperiodic bursts of activity. We now show that unix memory allocations from both of our study datasets are bursty and possess persistent variance, but are most likely not self-similar.
A heavy tailed distribution is defined as one that has a cumulative distribution function that decays more slowly than an exponential [8] . An exponential cumulative distribution function (cdf) is defined as , where is the mean. Typically, one demonstrates heavy tails by plotting versus on a semilog graph, where an exponential cdf appears as a straight line with a negative slope.
Any distribution function above this line is then called heavy tailed. This can also be seen by plotting the probability distribution functions; a heavy-tailed process (as suggested by its name) will exhibit more positive probability mass in the tail than an exponential one with the same mean.
For the purposes of this paper, we take a similar approach and call our data heavy tailed if the empirical probability distribution functions (pdf) of the allocation data decay more slowly than the pdf of a Poisson process with the same mean as the tested data 3 . The empirical pdfs for the ALL category of data on both systems are shown in Figure 6 ; the remaining categories are qualitatively identical. The pdf for a Poisson process with the same mean as the respective ALL dataset is drawn in each figure, appearing as a dashed line with a negative slope.
The empirical pdfs clearly decay much more slowly 3 The pdf is the derivative of the cdf, when that derivative exists. If is a cdf, then represents the probability that ;
would then be the probability that To show that the memory allocation arrival process not only is heavy tailed, but also possesses persistent high variance, we compare the different allocations against Poisson distributions using the time-variance technique [14] , [19] . Following this method, we first examine the data at a fine resolution-perhaps 0.01 seconds-and calculate the variance of the data at that level. We then smooth the data by aggregating the first ten 0.01-second bins into a single bin, whose number of arrivals is equal to the mean of the 10 smaller bins, and so on, proceeding in this fashion until the entire dataset is aggregated to the one-second level. We then calculate the variance of the new dataset, which should be expected to be lower than the original value, since aggregation smooths bursts. The time-variance analysis technique can reveal not only Poisson behavior, but also self-similarity.
Slopes on time-variance curves that approach a limiting value (not equal to ) indicate a powerlaw scaling phenomenon at work, a characteristic of self-similarity [16] , [20] . If such a limiting value exists then it is possible to estimate the degree of self-similarity, a value known as the Hurst parameter and denoted by [19] . When such an estimate of can be made, it is possible to describe the process as being self-similar.
To determine if the variance of our page commit data was consistent with Poisson or self-similar scaling, we plot the time-variance characteristics of the ALL, SYSTEM, USERFIRST plus USERPOST, and USERFIRST arrival processes, as shown in any other fixed slope, it is consistent with a self-similar process. The data point labelled 'Anomaly' is a surge of page commits occurring after a quiet period of slightly more than 3000ms. This surge appears in Figure 9 (a) at ( ). This period of approximately three seconds is strongly suggestive of the initial timeout delay associated with TCP/IP packet retransmissions [29] , which, according to IETF recommendations, should be three seconds [24] . A likely mechanism for the surge of commits, then, is a sendmail thread receiving data from a peer over a busy network. On such a network, the thread would be causing a steady flow of page commits with three-second pauses whenever transfers from the peer are corrupted, retransmitted, and then successfully completed. Since the SERVER machine in our data was the department mail hub, this scenario is reasonable. The distinct break in the Upper trace after the anomaly (the 'Dropoff') would then imply that delays greater than the TCP/IP initial retransmission timeout between page commits are extremely unlikely, although any attempt at explaining why using the present data would be highly speculative. Overall, it is clear from the complex structure of the data that a single probablity distribution function would be insufficient for modeling the SERVER data arrival process.
If any single distribution would suffice, at least in part, it would be one that results in linear traces on log/log axes like those in Figure 9 . Linearity on such axes is indicative of of power law relationships of the form , which can be modeled with a power law distribution such as the Zipf or- rates. Models that assume a particular mean arrival rate will therefore predict more memory usage than necessary for most purposes, and not enough in others. This is a particularly important result for dynamic, real-time resource control systems, as it implies that modeling and control of systems that are operating near their resource limits requires theory that incorporates the burstiness of the allocation process. The currently accepted models do not do this.
We have also shown that memory allocations are not well described by stationary self-similar models, another widely used formalism in stochastic traffic modeling, although more research is required to confirm or refute this hypothesis. Our time-variance analyses suggest that nonstationary self-similar models might be effective at some timescales, but we believe that the close relationship between the tasks performed by machines in different working environments and the resulting page allocation process will make this difficult to demonstrate in general. This conclusion is supported by our analysis of the temporal distribution of page commits on both machines, which indicates that the working environment can create (or fail to create) structure in the distribution. The presence of data that fit a line on log/log plots of these distributions hints at the possibility of using Pareto models for memory commits, but more detailed work is necessary in order to evaluate the effectiveness of any such scheme.
In the future we plan to itemize the exact threads 
